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SPIAITilAIL IIEFY LE(, AN( Ii.. IVALUATI'ION OF

CAMOU FLAGE ! F, iiCTiION PIIOTO'(;R.AP!! Y

I. INTRODtUC;TION

I Subject. The ubject of (his inic, sigation waas to conduct an analysis of p|if"
mictil lormu :ationi; for grcen catnouflagc coloraiits from the standpo int of color rendi-
Sl0oli oi caiglun glagti dctection (Cl)) filt as a f'uniction of spcttral propertics. Tl'li work

establishes the allowable latitude in CD) parameters, particularly red retl't. lance, in-
frared reiccltance, infrared/red ratio, arid the shape of the v.urve frorn lhc red to the

infrared rteions. plus optimum im haracteristics for matching various types of foliage

2. Background. In the Iaast, it mnvwr has 1een established what type of spectral
curC was actually required to produce the type of visual color on CD filn that actual
foiiarc provides. Color arid spck'tral reflectance requirernents always have been written
to inclutide a maximnun-minimumn rcnflc taice iii the red arid infrared region plus a mini-
muni ratio b'etwceni the two. IFor tlie camouflage nets, it has been the policy to require
a minimumi reflcctance at 700 nanometers. Based upon the interpretations of (A)
photography, these value. were established for each camouflage green color to assure
optimized color responses for C() film. Several probleni arcas have arisen wecause of
thest re quirements. In many instances, tihe rcquir.inwints have causedt C1) photographs
to produce colors that were too pure and too red. In addition, such requirements have
caused thie dcvelopment and production of these paints and coatings to he extremely
difficult. i'The use of extremely expensive organic pigments, costing approximately
$20/lb., was required to meet the camouflage net requirements of spectral reflectance.

These requirements always have been based on theory that has originated
back many years of visual and infrared photo interpretation of foliage. There existed
no means of determining spectral reflectance without a field test. CD photographic
film capitalizes on the high infrared-reflectance region and very low red-region reflec-
tance of deciduous foliage to create high contrast between foliage anti other materials.
For artificial camouflage materials to react the same as foliage toward (CD film, it is
necessary for the colors to possess the same characteristic spectral curve as foliage. A
specific combination of these infrared arid low red-region reflectances excites the speci-
fic layers of the film to react the same as thley would react to foliage. From tihe
theories established, it has Iben determined that to avoid high color contrast between
artificial camouflage and foliage where photographed with CD film, a maximum red-
region reflectance must be established so that only tie correct amount of the magenta
layer will be exposcd. Similarly, a minimum infrared reflectance has to be required so

that the cyan layer will be fully exposed.
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This work was performed to determine not only that which is described
above but also a maximum-niininmum range from 600 to 900 nanonleters within which
the curve must fall. There is no ne(ld to specify precise red and infrared refiec tances
for ,ach individual camnouflage- green color. The red region is basically depenhdenlt upon
tlhe visual reflectance limits establishe-d for that specific color. Although (:C) phiotog-
raphy is also dependent upon tihe green region of the spectrum (visual reflectance),
the range of color space that is established for the c'amoufiage colors is much narrower
than that of foliage and, thus, does not significantly affect the actual visual color rendi-
tion on CD film. Therefore, the work described within this report will encompass only
the spectral raitip of 600 to 900 nanometers.

11. INVESTIGATION

3. Procedure. Numerous coatings were formdlated in the dlark, light, olive, ond
forest green colors exhibiting varying degrees of spec ~ral reflectance characteristics.
These coatings were applied on various types of substrates, spectral reflectance curves
were run by the l'iano Hardy Spectrophotometer, and CD photographs were taken.

iThe visual and infrared spectral curves were obtained both from existing
camouflage net samples and paints and from newly formulated coatings. This was
performed to assure that there was an extremely wide range of spectral curve shapes
and reflectances. It was esse•ntial to have curves that possessed a large range of both

high and low red-region reflectances, slow and fast rises into the infrared, and high and
low infrared reflectanccs. It was also essential to have various types of interactions
between these. characteristics. C'D photos were taken on each one of the samples.
These photographs were used for standardization of foliage color and for correlation
of the samples to foliage both spectrally and visually.

III. D)ISCUSSION

4. Color Difference of Samples and Foliage. Approximately six types of foliage
were used as standard for color reproduction on CD film. Since the actual visual color
of these foliage samples appeared to be the same on CD film, it was felt that the best
vray to determine optimum spectral wavelength distribution was by visual color differ-
ence measurements. By this, maximum color differences could be established which
would allow an exact determination of spectral curves to establish a maximum-
minimum wavelength reflectance range. The initial work was coordinated with the
Countersurveillance and Topographic Division. Laboratory 4000, U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment Research and Development Command, which has written a computer pro-

gram establishing visual color responses (trichromatic and chromaticity coordinates)
of spectral curves toward CD photography. Spectral curves of all the samples being
evaluated were subjected to this computer program. The printout gave trichromatic
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* t~~oe ficieti I for each samnple plus the foliage s.amrples for (A) photograph y. These
sainpipcs were thien comirpared to the .4and~ard foliage samnples by tite Na.itional I urcau

of Standards (N l'.S) color difference equations. Several p~roblems~ iiiiiiediatcly arose.
It is a known faict that N lI. color differenice is tiot etinatable thiroughiout color space(,
c~specially ill thec red-blue regio ns whinch are tite b~as~s for ( I) phiotograph~y. Another

problemi area was tite correlation of color difference between a dlesignatedl sample and
the1 ,rarious foliage samples. The third significant problem was the degree of allowable
color difference error.

5. Color Rendition on Camouflage D~etection Film. The computer program,
developed by the Coun tersurveillance and Topographic Division, is capable of pre-
dicting [he c~olor photographic response of a joven spectral reflectance curve under a
varieVty of conditions of environment, camera parameters, anti development procedures
andi -allows for variatio)ns of these factors in any combination of ways desired. With the
program, One is able 'to predIict the( color photographic response of a given spectral
reflectanve cuirve'. Whlen t1114 above factors are variedi, the spectral reflectance of a pro-
post-d1 camouflage material (,art be dtetermined as to whether it possesses a satisfactory

photographic color match to a kivcn background or set of backgrounds. T1he program
can also dleternmine the conditions undler which a color match is not successful. There-
fore, the( computer program c!an pretest proposed spectral curves anid evaluate the
spectral limitation of pigment formulations.

6. Color Difference by CIE 1976 L* A* 1* Color Difference Space. Because of
the difficulties with the NBS color dlifferene eqt(uationI, it was determined that the
International Commission on Illumination (CIE) 1976 ([.*A*B*) color difference
equation would be used because its formula is intended to yield perceptually uniform
spacing of object colors. Although the use. of 1l*A*B* color space solved the problem.
of uniiform color space, there still existed nonuniformity between foliage samples.
Although the visual interception of different foliages on CD film appeared the same,
their trichrornatic coefficients, based on the computer program, were significantly
different. This caused color dlifference readings of cealh specific sample of the various
foliages to vary considerably. Because of this, it was impossible to determine the exact
degree of error that distinguished acceptable and nonacceptable spectral curves. This
can be observed from Table 1. When the samples were calculpated against different

types of foliage, the errors changed considerably. Both NBS anti l.A*B* errors are
shown to emphasize the difference in err ors between foliage samples.

Even if a correlation between foliage samples could he established, the

degree of error desired could not. For example, depending upon the directional move-
ment in cilor space, a 7.0 1,*A*B* color (difference error may or may not be within
the tolerable limits of CD color rendition. A 7.0 error could produce an orange or gray
visual color appearance if it mnoved in one direction from a foliage .standard but would

3



'labic 1. NIS Error Vs. L,*A*11* Error

Sample Y X v NBS L*A*B*

(%) Error I Error 2 Error 3 Error I Error 2 Error 3

Foliage 1 16.50 0.399 0.281
Foliage 2 10.70 0.431 0.304
Foliage 3 10.30 0.420 0.297

Sample 1 1:3.20 6.384 0.278 6.176 14.162 11.449 3.772 10.906 8.8I 1
Sample 2 11.30 0.409 0.283 2.842 6.146 3.7911 1.651 6.146 5.159
Sample 3 13.10 0.372 0.253 9.570 17.755 15.002 10.835 18.475 16.444
Sample 4 17.30 0.368 0.259 13.191 21.630 19.008 12.962 20.137 18.558
Sample 5 11.30 0.452 0.320 13.972 5.633 5.500 13.549 6.066 8.838
Sample 6 14.50 0.437 0.300 11.546 6.288 8.208 10.481 8.497 9.956
Sample 7 15.00 0.453 0,305 16.555 8.833 12.457) 14.525 10.752 13.371
Sample 8 16.50 0.416 0-287 8.532 9.447 9.190 9.915 12.292 12.500

remain within a satisfactory red-purple color range if it moved in another direction.

If foliages possessed identical trichrornatic coefficients, then a standard error could be
established; hut they don't. 'Therefore, a 7.0 L*A*B* error could be satisfactory with
one type of foliage but poor with another. Because of tile problems described in this
and the previous paragraphs., it was determined that spectral curve evaluation couhl not
be performed by color differtice cquatio,is.

7. Generation of Data. Since the curves that were being evaluated basically do
not take into account all types of interactions between various spectral regions, it was
,heterlilied that such data (spectral curves) should be generated as would encompass
the several types of variations in the red region, the rise into tile infrared, and the

infrared region. Five standard camouflage curves, which differ in all respects, were
analyzed by computer. Since the computer program predicts triehromatic coefficients
for ClD photography, it was determined to tAe these five curves and to vary the red
region, the start of the rise into the infrared, the end of the riee into the infrared, and
the average infrared reflectance. All of these areas were varied plus and minus a speci-
fied percentage plus the relationships between the various regions. Tile trichromatic
coefficients were then calculated for each curve generated. With the quantity of varia-
tions from the original five curves, it could be assured that all possible spectral curves
from 600 to 900 nanometers would be evaluated.

8. Establishment of a Three-Dimensional Plot. As described previously, color
(difference equations will not produce direct relationships according to various types of
foliage for visual color rendition on CD film; therefore, it was determined that an

optimized, three-dimensional plot within color space is required to determine exact
color comparisons to those produced by foliage. l)ominant wavelength and excitation

4
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purity, which are in direct relationship to Munsell's uic and chroma, along with visual
rflectances and tricbromatic coefficients were analyzed for each spectral curve that
was being evaluated. By subjecting approximately 15 different types of foliage to the
above evaluations, it was possible to deternlijaI the following criteria necessary for
artificial camouflage to possess if it is to approximate the same color reproduction on
(3) film as does foliage: (t) exact trichroniatic values and color-space range, (2) wave-
length definition and visual color appearance, (3) visual reflectance range, and (4)
purity of color. s;incc it is most desirable to possess color standards, the above criteria
were transformed to Munsell notations, and a plot in color space for Munsell color was
established. This plot can be seen in Figure 1. Since Munsell charts are separated
according to value or visual reflectance, it "as necessary to draw two connecting plots.
These plots, which represent the basic color of foliage on CD film, encompass the hue
range of 6RP to 1.251 and the chroma range of 7 to 12. A value range of 3.70 to
4.75, 10.13 to 17.60 percent reflectance, respectively, was determined based upon the
previously mentioned dominant wavelength study. The red plot encompasses the value
range of 3.7(0 to 4.0(0, and the blue plot encompasses 4.01 to 4.75. The intersection of
the two plots is the common area for the entire value range. This Munsell plot within
trichromatic color space will determine whether a corresponding spectral curve, after
being subjected to the previously described computer program, will possess optimum
color rendition on C'D photography. A spectral curve with a specific value must fall
within the correct Munsell plot for the value on the common area for it to be
acceptable.

9. Establishing the Optimum Spectral Curve Range. From the above plot, it
was then possible to determine an optimum spectral curve range that would produce
optimum color rendition on CD photography. The chromaticity and trichromatic
coefficients were generated by the computer program for over 200 spectral curves.
These curves encompass those coatings and paint samples first described within this
report plus those curves which were generated by the study of varying the spectral
responses from 61(0 to 900 nanometers. This data was plotted within Figure 1, and an
initial spectral range was developed. To assure that this minimum-maximum spectral
range was correct, further theoretical curves were generated that varied selected areas
of this spectral curv, plot. When subjected to the computer program, any curve that
possessed a value larger than 4.75 5or a visual reflectance larger than 17.60 percent was
determined to be outside of the limits. Those that did not fall within the correct
Munsell plot for value were also determined a failure. Figure 2 represents the final plot
of the limits of a usable curve. Table 2 lists the wavelengths with their corresponding
.ninimunm-maximunm rflectances. The blank spaces from 600 to 660 nanometers
indicate that there is no minimum reflectance for this range, and those from 780 to
900 nanometers indiceat that there is no maximum. For curves that possess a red
region greater than or equal to 9.0 percent, the allowable rise into the infrared is
earlier than for those curves with a red region lower than 9.0 percent. The area
between 660 and 680 nanom-ters which is bordered by the red and blue lines is only

for those curves having higher than 9.0 percent red region. All other curves must fall
on the inside of the blue line.
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Tabhdt 2. Miiain.u-Maxiunnm Wavelength De)finition

W\da~eiahtla hi MaxiImum M Iinaimnuni Wavulenglh MiaxiniuInIi niIlinllimll

010(% (%) (%)

600 10.2 - 760 59.5 40.0
610 9.8 - 770 61.5 42.0
620 9.8 - 780 - 42.0
630 9.8 - 790 -- 42.0
640 9.5 800 -- 42.0
650 9.5 - 810 42.0
660* 9.5 - 820 42.0
670* 10.0 4.0 830 - 42.0
680* 13.0 5.8 840 - 42.0
690 21.5 8.5 850 - 42.0
7010 28.0 ! 1.0 860 - 42.0
710 35.8 15.0 870 - 42.0
720 41 .0 19.0 880 - 42.0
730 48.5 27.0 890 - 42.0
740 5 1.8 3t.0 900 - 42.0
750 56.0 36.3

NOTE: For spectral reflectance curves that possess a red-region reflectance > 9.0 percent, the rr, ximum allow.
/ able reflectances for these three wavelengths are as follows:

\avelength Maximum Minimum

0660 9.8 -
670 12.0 4.0
680 14.0 5.8

IV. RESULTS

10. Test Results. Figures 3 through 7 are iflustrations of various curve shapes
and reflectances from 600 to 900 nanometers. Figure 3 shows basically two identical
curves except that the red one is within limits of CD response, while the blue one is
not. What characterizes one from another is that the red region for the blue curve is
too high compared to the master plot. This can be verified either by Figure 2, which
has the blue curve outside of the limits, or by Figure 1, which has its trichromatics
based upon the computer prgram plot outside of the limits. Table 3 represents the
trichromatic coefficient based on Ci) film for the c arves in Figures 3 through 7.
Although the trichroimatic values of x 0.418 and y = 0.287 fall within thc correct

8
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plot. tilt- visuial reflecLanice Y is 10.20, which is higher than the tr&IiaxIitimn allowable.
The visual reflectance (in tilt red curve is 17.00 Iw-r('ent. This was verified by ClD
pihotots Which shiowedl the blue curve to be failed and washed out. Figure 4 shows a
blue curve outside of the limiti s (of Figure 2 because its extremely q1uick rise produces a
visual reflectanee of 22.99~ percent, which is greater than the maximum allowable of
17.90 pe~rcentI. The red curve. is within the limits as indicated by Figure 2 and results
in Table 31 corresponding to thlt plots iii Figure 1 . In Figure 5, two curves with thlt
samne red region are shown, buit tilt bilue curve rises faster into) thet infrared region,
Thley both fall within tilt- samle, NMuisell plot, but the value of the blue curve is too
high. Again, this was due to tile early rise-. lIn Figure 6, the rcel curve's slope is too
steep) based upon01 where it starts to rise, lit this case, both curves are within the value
range, but the red curve's triehromatic coe-fficient~s of x =0.498 and y =0.320 plot to
the red side of the ellipse. The redl curve happens to represent anl old, dark-green
camouflage net sample whichi originally was thought to be satisfactory unitil this stud~y
was performned. Since the slope- was too fast and steep, the sample appears too red on
ClD film. Figure 7 shows a red curve that produces a pure red color onl (C1 film because
of the early rise ando a bilue! curve that is much too blue onl (C1 film because of its
extremiely slow rise-. Again, these results can be confirmed by plotting tile trichromatic
coefficienits andl visual reflectances from Table 3 onto the Munsell plots. All of the
experimental work has been confirmed by three methods: (I) Figure 1, MunlselI Plots,
(2) Figure 2, curve plot, and (3) actual CD) photographs.

Table 3. Chromnaticity and Trichrorriatic Coefficients of
Spectral Reflectance Curves from the C'D Film

Spectral Curve x Y z x y

3 Red 25.183 17.00) 16.65 0.428 0.2-89
3 Blue 26.51 18.20 18.71 0.418 0.287

-4 Red 24.12 16.60 17.20 0.416 0.287
4 Blue 32.30 22.99 23.30 0.414 0.287
5 Redl 24.48 16.70 18.68 0.409 0.279
5 Blue 26.91 18.00 17.53 0.431 0.288
6 Red 23.51 15.50 11.98 0.461 0.304
6 Blue 16.16 11.20 12.93 0.401 0.278
7 Red 22.28 15.00 11.90 0.453 0.305
7 Blue 6.92 6.00 8.06 0.330 0.286

144
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S11. Red-Infrared Ratio. This newly developeld curve plot now indicates that
spectral curves that were believed to be ideal for CD photographs, as were those in the
early camouflage screen and paint systems, were actually producing poor photo corn-
pansons with foliage. It is not necessary now to specify particular red- and infrared-
region reflectances or a minimum reflectance at 700 nanometers as our recent camlou-
flage specifications (lid. However, a curve cannot be produced that will exhibit the
maximum red-region reflectance and be expected to possess camouflage properties,
Although Ihe curve may fall within the mninimunm-maximuirn limits, from 600 to 900
nanometers, it still may possess poor camouflage characteristics. As in the previous
camouflage specifications, there still must remain !, relationship between the integrated
averages of the infrared and red regions. Based upon the spectral study, a minimum of
5.20 average of red to infrared reflectance must be maintained.

V CONCLUSIONS

12. Conclusions. Based upon the previous theories of camouflage, many of the
spectral reflectance curves that met these requirements now have been determined,
based upon present theory, to actually be too red and bright on film. Many of these
curves fell outside of this newly developed spectral curve plot. There is now no need
to specify precise minimum-maximum reflectances for the red region, the infrared
region, and the reflectance at 700 nanometers. From this study, it is now possible to
determine the following criteria necessary for artificial camouflage to possess if it is
to approximate the same color reproduction on CD photography as does foliage:
(1) exact trichromatic coefficient and color-space range, (2) wavelength definition and
visual color appearance, (3) visual reflectance range, and (4) purity of color. Accept-
able color of CD film based upon these criteria produces a Munsell plot which encom-
passes the hue range of 6RP to 1.25R, a chroma range of 7 to 12, and a value range of
3.70 to 4.75. Figure 2 shows the findil plot within which a curve has to remain in order
"to possess the correct Munsell color as described above. A minimum red-infrared
reflectance ratio of 5.20 must be maintained.

One other requirement must be maintained if these results are to be valid:
"The coating surface must be completely matt because if it is not the specular reflec-
tance (glass) will cause the color representation on CD film to completely fade and
wash out.

15
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